Transition Offense

1. Pattern of Play (up sideline, pass ahead, dribble ahead, etc.):

2. Who inbounds it? Skill level?
3. What side do they inbound on?
4. Reaction time? Leak outs?
5. Any primary or secondary action (sets, calls)?

6. Run on made, missed, both?

Press Attack

1. Who inbounds?
2. Where does inbounder go after he inbounds?
3. How do they get someone to the middle of the floor?

4. Trying to score?
5. Attack with pass or dribble?

Man Attack

1. Pattern of play (inside out, outside in, penetration game, motion and what action, sets) Initiate with dribble or pass?:

2. What are they trying to accomplish and where do they want the ball.

3. Do they set PNR and where? Pop, roll, drag screens, mids, sides, lookbacks, etc.)

4. What do they do at the end of the shot clock?
5. Action when ball goes in to post?

6. Action when ball gets bounced?
7. Action when ball gets shot? How many guys go to the glass?

8. Who calls the sets?
9. Who are the sets run for?
10. Spacing?
Zone Attack

1. Pattern of play (inside out, outside in, penetration game, motion and what action, sets):

2. What are they trying to accomplish and where do they want the ball? Concepts (dribble over, push pull, etc.)?

3. Do they set PNR and where? Pop, roll, drag screens, mids, sides, lookbacks, etc.)

4. What do they do at the end of the shot clock?
5. Action when ball goes in to post?

6. Action when ball gets bounced?
7. Action when ball gets shot? How many guys go to the glass?

8. Who calls the sets?
9. Who are the sets run for? How do they free up their best shooters?

10. Do they look to skip it?
11. Where do cutters come from?
12. Is there a non threat on the floor?

General Offense

1. Most frequently called sets/Hot plays?

BOB/SOB

1. Basic set? Do they have different sets they use?
2. Trying to score strong side or weakside?
3. How do they signal the play call?

Defensive Transition

1. How many do they send back? Consistent?
2. Pick up point?
3. Clamp boards?
4. Run back to paint and fan out?

Press

1. Types and calls?
2. When do they run it? Mades, misses, FT, Dead ball, ATO?
3. Pick up point?
4. Traps? Where and what triggers it? 1st pass, dribble, after ½?
5. How do they guard inounder?  
6. Can you skip it?  
7. How do they signal the play call?  

**Man to man defense**  
1. How do they defend side PNR?  
2. How do they defend Mid PNR?  
3. How do they defend roll and replace in the mid?  
4. How do they defend the post? Can we get a catch?  
5. How do they defend cross screens?  
6. How do they defend ball reversals? Deny?  
7. Do they force one way or the other?  
8. Where do they double the post from?  
9. How do they defend the dribble? Rotate or help and recover?  
10. Do they switch? How do you attack it?  

**Zone Defense**  
1. Types and calls? Tight or extended?  
2. How do they box out?  
3. Do they trap? With whom? Calls?  
4. Who guards high post? Where does everyone move to?  
5. Who guards quick reversal?  
6. Do they bump?  
7. How do they guard skips?  
8. How do they guard ball screens?  
9. How do they guard cutters? Strong side/rim/away?  
10. How do they double the post and from where?  

**General defense**  
1. Do they change coming out of TO?  
2. Do they trap out of TO?  
3. How do they defend OB’s? If man, where do they put defensive PG?  
4. Deny OB’s or let it come in?  
5. Primary defensive set?